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Abstract-In the first part of this note, we introduced and proved the existence of renormalized 
solution of equations and variational inequations associated to the strongly degenerate operator Au = 
-div(B(r, u, Vu)) +b(~)IulY-Iu and L’-data p in an arbitrary domain R of RN. Here, we investigate 
the problem of uniqueness of these solutions for 51 bounded. 
Keywords-Degenerate Quasilinear elliptic equations, measures as data, uniqueness of renormal- 
ized solution, stability. 
1. ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
We suppose here that R is bounded and denote by p the Euclidean metric on RN. All the 
hypotheses on the operator A and the notations which will not be given here are to be found in 
the Part I of this note. Also, the numbering of propositions, theorems, and lemma used here will 
follows that of Part I. We call “singularity” the subset S of a where the nonnegative functions a 
and b may vanish or go to infinity. 
2. A FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA 
To isolate the singularity, we need the following localization result: 
LEMMA 3. Let S be a compact subset of RN contained in a ball B. Assume there exists a real 
number p 5 p such that 
J dx B\S, p2"hS) = O(TP)(n + co), z E RN 1 p(s,S) I i (rs) 
Then, there exists a sequence {e,} c W1~w(RN) and a constant C such that 
Let g 
Ol-saIl, in RN, e, = 0 on % lim e,(z) = 1, 71’00 \dx E RN \ s, 
lim V-$(x) = 0, 5 a.e. in WN \ S, and 
n-+oo J 
Ive,Ip I c, Vn 2 1. B,S 
n 
be a real function such that: 
g E Cl(R+,R+), 0 I g 5 1, g(0) = 1, and g(t) = 0, w 2 1. 
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Then, the sequence defined by: 
if x $! S, 
ifxES. 
satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 3. 
3. THE CASE OF EQUATIONS. UNIQUENESS 
THEOREM 3. Assume R bounded and S having property (rs) and CL E Ll(s2). If a, b satisfy (ab) 
with a E L”(0) and b(x) 2 bo > 0 a.e. in R, and if & satisfies @.l), c&.3), and the following 
conditions (for all T, s E R, c E RN, and almost every x E Cl): 
I&(x, s, 8 I a(x) { Iale + ICIp-’ + a0} , (cTi.5) 
l&(x, T, E) - 6(x, s, <)I I a(z - sl { He + Isle + lElp-l + a,(z)} , (h.4) 
with 0 I e < y/p’ and ai > 0, al E LP’(R,a) , then, the problem (E) admits one unique 
renormalized solution in A:;:(0 \ S, a, p) n LY(R, b). 
Idea of the proof of uniqueness: Let U, w be two renormalized solutions of (E) in the set 
hf$(S1\ S, a, p) n Ly(fl, b). W e write Definition I.2 (Part I) for ‘1~ and u with (in each case) 
(a(W)9 = h,(u)h,(v)~, (TV (0+l - ~lm+r)) e,, 
where 0 < E < k < m are real numbers, h,(t) = i{l + Im + 1 - ltll - Im - Itll} (t E R), 
Zlm+r = T,+i(U), J, is the real function which is zero if t 5 E and JE(t) = [log :] / log 5 if 
E < t < k, and {e,} is the sequence of Lemma 3. Subtracting the obtained relations and using 
(&l), Proposition 3, and Lemma 3, we make first n goes to infinity, second E goes to zero, and 
then m goes to infinity to obtain (k disappears with E): 
J (zL>v) b{ltpu - IvI%J} = 0 with {U > u} = {x E R I u(x) > v(x)}, 
which implies 2~ 5 21. Therefore, by interchanging the roles of u and u we get the result. To pass 
to the limit with respect to E we argue like in [l] and to justify the passage to the limit with 
respect to m we use the following result: 
PROPOSITION 5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, for all u, u renormalized solutions of (E) 
in R:;z(R,a, CL) n LY(0, b), we have (with 0, = 0 n {x E R I um+l(x) > Pfl(x)}): 
lim I_ h,(u)&(v)ti(z,u, Vu). Vu = lim m*oo n J h;( )h,(v)qx,v,Vv)~ vu =0. rn+cxz R mn 
To get the first limit, we take in Definition I.2 
a(w)(p = h,(u) [h,(u) - h,(u)]~~ (To (Um+1 - um+l)) e,. 
4. THE CASE OF INEQUATIONS WITH 
DOUBLE OBSTACLES. UNIQUENESS 
THEOREM 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, the problem (1) admits one unique renormal- 
ized solution in R~i~,,,(R \ S, a, p) n LY(R, b) n K ($,, @I>. 
To prove the uniqueness, we write Definition I.4 for u and u two renormalized solutions of (Z) 
in R$E, x , (R \ S, a, p) n LY(R, b) n K (?+!I, 9) with, respectively, 
e = e,, Q(u) = hm(u), cp = urn+++ - dL,(U)JE (Tk (urn+++ - wm+l)) , 
and 
e=e,, Q(v) = h,(v), $9 = Zlm+l + ah,(u)J, (T!$ (urn+++ - um+l)) ,
where cx > 0 is a number chosen in such a way that the Lipschitz constant of aJ, be less than 1; 
we add the obtained relations and continue as in the case of equations by using the following 
result: 
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PROPOSITION 6. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, for all u, v renormalized solutions of (I) 
in Rti,P,,x(fl\ $a,~) nLr(R,b) nK(q,Q), we have: 
lim sup 
I 
&(U)h,(V)6(z, V, Vu) . Vu 5 0 5 lim inf 
m-+cQ R, s, m+co 0 
~&)J-&(V)6(Z, u, Vu) * vu. 
To get the estimate of the lower limit, we take in Definition I.4 
e=e,, G(u) = h,(u), cp = umfl - a[h&) - h,(v)]+& (Tk (urn+’ - urn+‘)) , 
where the exponent ‘I+” stands for the positive part. 
5. CONTINUITY WITH RESPECT TO THE SECOND MEMBER 
Let s > 0 be a real number. If s 2 1, the weighted Lebesgue space Ls(fZ, b) is endowed with 
its usual norm; while for 0 < s < 1, we endow it with the metric 
M(u,v) = ~ b(z)lu(s) - v(z+k, J u, vE L”(S-2, b). 
THEOREM 5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, the operator n which associates the left hand 
side of the problem (E) with its unique renormalized solution is strongly continuous from Ll(fl) 
into Ls(sl, b), V’s ~10, y[. 
Idea of the proof: Let {hn} b e a sequence of Ll(s2) converging strongly to p. Putting {zn} = 
{rpn}, we see that: 
and we may assume that {vn} = { arc an z~} converges to a function v in L*(R) for the weak-* t 
topology. Let us put .z = tanv. Therefore, using the above estimates and Lemma 1.1, we can 
prove that {.zn} and z satisfy all the conditions of Lemma 1.2. This allows us to pass to the limit 
to see that z is a renormalized solution of (E). Then, by uniqueness, z = np, and we can prove 
that all the sequence {zn} converges to t strongly in L”(Q b), V’s ~10, y[. 
REMARK 1. The condition (rs) is satisfied for S = {XC,, . . . , ZJ} c n (J E N*) and 1 < p < N 
with ,0 = p. But this condition is not satisfied if 5’ is a sphere in a or a piece of an hyperplane 
contained in a. 
If we assume, for a bounded, that 
a is Lipschitz, U(X) = 0, vx E s, a(x) > 0, vx E R \ s, 
and there exists E > 0 such that 
J 
(lw) 
ul-p-E(x) dx = O(n”)(n + m) 
a\% 
x E fi 1 a(x) 5 i 
and, for a continuous in R \ S and not bounded, that 
Va exists in 52 \ S, a(x) > 0, vx E 52 \ s, ilza(y) = +cq Vx E S, and 
J n\%= a(ValPdx = O(nP)(n + co) with F = {x E n I a(x) 1 71) u S, 7L 
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we can construct a sequence {Xi} ({A:}, respectively) c W”J’(fl) n L”(R) possessing the 
properties of {e,} given in Lemma 3 with S, replaced by Co, (CF’, respectively) and the estimate 
on gradients by 
I UpX;IpdX a] OX: 1’ dx, respectively 5 C, Vn 2 1. O\% 
This leads to uniqueness, see [2]. 
EXAMPLES. 
(a) If N 2 2 and 1 < p < 2, the assumption (lw) is satisfied by fl = B(0, l), S = S(0, l), and 
the weight u(x) = 1 - ]x12 with 6 > 0 arbitrary. 
(b) If 1 < p I 2, the condition (lw) is satisfied by R = B(0, l), S = {X = (z’, 0) E B(0, l)}, 
and the weight u(z) = p(z, S) with E > 0 arbitrary. 
(c) If 1 < p < N, the assumption (dw) is satisfied by R = B(O,l), S = {0}, and the weight 
a(z) = ]z]-~ with 0 < v I N -p. 
REMARK 2. If in the hypotheses of Theorems 3 and 4 the condition (iL.3) is replaced by: 
[a? s, E) - G, % c,] .IE - Cl 2 4x)lC - cIP, ifp>2, 
[WY s, [) - 2(x, s, 6)] * [I - Cl L a(z) (77 +l;;+c/;l)2-p 7 if 1 <p< 2, 
(cd) 
where q 1 0 is a constant; and the condition (2.4) is replaced by: 
there exists an increasing function d : R+ - R+ such that 
s 
1 
d+(s) ds = +co ifpZ2 and 
o+ J 
1 
d-P’(s) ds = -too, if 1 <p < 2, and (8.4) 
I&(X, s,t) - &(z, s, I)] I o(z) d(lr :sl) {W + Isle + lW1 + a&)} , 
then the conclusions of Theorems 3 and 4 remain true. 
REMARK 3. A result similar to Theorem 5 can be proved for the problem (1). 
To finish, let us mention that the problem of uniqueness of renormalized solution was studied 
in [3] and [4]. See also [5] for another type of uniqueness. Detailed proofs of the results of this 
note are given in [2] and [6]. Aft er compiling this work, we learn that in [7], BCnilan et al. also 
studied some L1-data problem. But, their problem is not degenerate in the sense we give here, 
and their method is totally different. 
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